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Yu Shao was a famous respected political official who lived in Middle Tang
Dynasty.Although he was really appreciated to Emperor Dezong,his official career
was extremely bumpy when compared with other political officials.Therefore,his
identity was frequently changed.In this case,Yu Shao’s prose directly manifest his
mentality with different identities.From his words,we can see how political factors
affect literature.Connected with historical background and literature ideological
trend,this dissertation will try to exposit Yu Shao’s life experience and the
characteristics of his prose-writing.The dissertation includes introduction,main text
(tow chapters) and conclusion as follows.
First of all, the dissertation introduces the origin of selecting the topic and the
research status.
Chapter 1 mainly studies on Yu Shao’s life experience.There are four
sections:from Eastern Palace to regional government office,from Emperor's recorder
to JianNan,from Imperial edict to GuiZhou,from Imperial Palace to remote.Through
this chapter we will have a overall look about Yu Shao.
Chapter 2 analyses Yu Shao’s prose-writing.There are three sides we can see
from his prose that how political career and different identities affect literature.As a
litterateur,Yu Shao had write many prefaces of books,tourings and parting
occasions.These prefaces are both neat and prosaic,and the scenery words of his
prefaces are especially fascinating.It's worth mentioning that some prefaces of leaving
are not written for poems,and they had become a independent literary form.As a
secretary,Yu Shao had written many memorial to the throne that are both elegant and
emotional.As a historiographer,Yu Shao’s narratives are focus on event procedure and
people’s life experience,which usually depicting characters by typical events and
lateral description.These three kinds of identities impact his prose-writing
respectively.
Conclusion part concludes and summarizes the whole dissertation.
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